
problem :relation between questions
Posted by habib - 2008/07/23 07:54
_____________________________________

Hello, 
thanks for your attention,
my problem "in show" solved, but I have another question :
my costumer need relation between  question in Quiz for example :
we have 10 question,
first question 1 shown to user if user choose answer 1 next question is number 2,
if user choose answer 2 next question is number 3,
if user choose answer 3 next question is number 4,
i want to know  we can take this type of Quiz or not,
if you dont undrestand , I can make more real example for you...

============================================================================

Re:problem :relation between questions
Posted by admin - 2008/07/23 08:11
_____________________________________

Currently there is no such functionality in ARI Quiz. If you would like it you can order custom development and we will
estimate how long it will take to implement this for you. If this suits you we can start custom development only in 2 weeks
since all our resources are currently loaded with new components stuff.

============================================================================

Re:problem :relation between questions
Posted by habib - 2008/07/24 08:29
_____________________________________

hi,
how along time make it ?
and how much is that price ?
i need it be like :
http://www.tebyan.net/index.aspx?pid=58875
http://www.tebyan.net/index.aspx?pid=32837
http://www.tebyan.net/index.aspx?pid=12323
                    &
all test : http://www.tebyan.net/index.aspx?pid=264

============================================================================

Re:problem :relation between questions
Posted by admin - 2008/07/24 12:12
_____________________________________

Sorry, could you please provide example links for sites in English or German? It is difficult to understand the content of
the links you sent us.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:problem :relation between questions
Posted by habib - 2008/07/26 05:03
_____________________________________

hi, 
i need score script for every question and have relation between questions ,
how much is that price & how along time?

============================================================================
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Re:problem :relation between questions
Posted by habib - 2008/07/27 15:08
_____________________________________

hello,
i need to your help,
could you plz provide score script for every answers of a question & as result at the end of the test we shown the result 
by answers questions & it is important that every  answers question have relation with before and next answer of a
question .
plz tell me how much is that price?

============================================================================

Re:problem :relation between questions
Posted by admin - 2008/07/28 09:58
_____________________________________

Unfortunately we don't have enough resources to implement question relations now since we are currently busy in ARI
Quiz 2.0 support and other new components. 
  About score for the answers - it depends. If you need the score for single questions this will take us 3 work units to
implement this: http://ari-soft.com/Custom-Development/Support/Work-Unit/Detailed-product-flyer.html

  If you need this functionality for other types of questions please write us a letter with your requirements and we will
discuss this.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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